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This is a Savage Worlds adaptation of a race I originally developed for Golarion in Pathfinder 

in 2012. See https://lostdelights.wordpress.com/ for more information. 

 

Although humans call them Arachnids (or just "Spiders"), this race calls themselves the 

Ourgikon ("Weavers" or "Makers"), or more formally the Battourgikon ("Deep Weavers" or 

"Deep Makers").  The singular form is Ourgikos. 

 

Physical Description: 
 

The Ourgikon are a medium-sized race similar enough to humans in form to pass for one in the 

dark. They have four limbs and walk upright although their form seems somewhat hunched. 

Observed closely, there is little confusion over their identity. Their heads are the most spider-

like, with two primary eyes and four secondary eyes, mandibles, and coarse hairs that cover their 

body (usually brown or black, turning gray and white with age). Most do not have an 

exoskeleton, but their bones have begun to hollow and move closer to the surface.  

 

The Ourgikon were once more human in appearance than they are now but over the ages they 

have grown away from humanity, and humanity has reciprocated. Ourgikon are typically viewed 

as monsters and are rarely seen on the surface. They can occasionally be found in the service of 

Lawful Evil Lords as assassins. Ourgikon assassins are masters of poison, skilled climbers, and 

silent killers. 

 

Ecology & Society: 
 

Ourgikon life is centered around the female. Once her egg sack is full, she usually distances 

herself from the male, sometimes killing him to make sure he does not return and disturb the 

nest. The children are born fully formed and mobile, but often cling to the mother for months 

before leaving. Many die before reaching maturity. 

 

Relations: 
 

Ourgikon have a close affinity to humans, at least those who are not repulsed by their appearance 

and affinity to blood sacrifice to Ayiyi. There are a variety of races that likewise descend from 

the worship of Ayiyi, including Arachs, Drow, Driders, Bugbears, Mites, Aranea, & Ettercaps. 

 

Arachs compete with the Ourgikon in the Deep Underground, but they will often act as allies 

against common enemies.  
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Drow and Driders may be allies or enemies, depending on the DM. Both Drow and Ourgikon 

worship a spider god, and the Driders and Arachs demonstrate that Lolth and Ayiyi were 

probably once the same goddess. The DM may rule that the Drow and Ourgikon are allies 

because of their common worship, or that they are bitter enemies because each considers the 

other race to be heretics.  

 

Bugbears are a servant race of the Ourgikon and will usually follow their commands without 

question.  

 

Mites are friendly to the Ourgikon, but are viewed with disdain.  

 

Aranea and Ettercaps are not friendly with the Ourgikon. 

 

As for other races, Orcs are disliked, but sometimes also allies. Halflings are viewed with humor 

and disdain, and are a preferred offering to Ayiyi as they are so fat and delicious. Dwarves and 

Gnomes are enemies. Elves are the most hated enemy of the Ourgikon. 

 

Alignment and Religion: 
 

The Ourgikon worship the female aspect of the Spider God Ayiyi. As a female, Ayiyi is the 

Weaver of the World, a god of Law and of creation. In his male form, Ayiyi is a Trickster god, 

and a god of mischief and Chaos. The Arachs are a degenerate remnant of the worshippers of the 

male form as are the Bugbears, who still drink spider venom in search of mystic visions. 

According to the Ourgikon, Ayiyi's female aspect was the most important. There is some 

evidence of that in that the Bugbears will still usually take commands from the Ourgikon. 

 

Other Characteristics: 
 

Medium: They have no bonuses or penalties due to size. 

 

Normal Speed: They have the same base land speed as humans. 

 

Languages: Common & Spider.  Ourgikon with high intelligence scores can choose any normally 

available languages they want. 

 

Random Starting Age: as human 

Random Height and Weight: as human 

Racial Abilities 
 

Web Weaver (+2 Racial Ability): Ourgikon can create webs that can be used as ropes, baskets, 

and as traps. It can also be used to Entangle (p. 113). See description of Giant spider webbing p. 

140 

 



Spider Climb (+1 Racial Ability) -- as Wall Walker p.  

 

Darkvision (+1 Racial ability) -- as Low Light vision p.  

 

Freakishly long arms (+1 Racial Ability) -- +1 Reach (p. 4 of Fantasy Companion) 

 

Eight Eyes are better than Two (+1 Racial ability) -- As with Keen Sense, +2 to notice 

 

A Face from the Depths of Hell (-3 Racial Ability) -- CHA can never advanced beyond a d6, 

even in play. 

 

Elf Foe (-1 Racial Ability): Elves are racial enemies of Ourgikon, and Ourgikon have an 

additional -4 CHA reaction with elves.  

 

 

 

 


